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Fast and handy: Metabo presents its first brushless cordless drill/screwdriver
in the compact class
. Brushless motor
. Compact and ergonomic design
. High working speed

Fast drilling and screwdriving, plenty of endurance and a compact design – this is what the new cordless drill/
screwdriver BS 18 L BL Quick from Metabo stands for. New is above all the motor: Brushless is the motto here.
“Brushless motors are small, fast and enduring. They make power tools significantly more compact and more
resilient at the same time”, explains product manager Jens Förster. “The trend is clear: Brushless technology
is developing more and more to the market standard. Therefore, Metabo offers now with the new BS 18 L BL
Quick brushless cordless drills/screwdrivers in all performance classes.“
Without drill chuck, the BS 18 L BL Quick is just about 103 millimetres long and thus the shortest drill/
screwdriver in its class on the market. Therefore it is ideally suited for all applications in confined spaces. Light
drilling and screwdriving jobs are done quickly, the BS 18 L BL Quick, for example, manages bores with up to
32 millimetres in diameter in soft wood and with up to 13 millimetres in diameter in steel.
Whether for short or time-intensive jobs: With its slim
and ergonomically shaped handle, the BS 18 L BL Quick
always lies comfortable in the hand for any application.
Optionally, Metabo also offers the new brushless drill/
screwdriver with the same performance data also as BS
18 L BL with fixed drill chuck without Quick system and as
impact driver SB 18 L BL.
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Versatile use, fully compatible
The integrated Quick system equips the new drill/screwdriver
with versatile applications, since bit retainer and accessories
can be replaced within a matter of seconds. Craftsmen change
between drilling and screwdriving without any tools and using
a simple procedure. Metabo delivers the BS 18 L BL Quick
as standard in a plastic carry case with two 2.0 or also 4.0-Ah
battery packs and matching charger. However, the machine also
takes all other Metabo battery packs of the 18 volt class that are
also compatible with machines of other manufacturers. Metabo
is part of the Cordless Alliance System (CAS). Within CAS more
than 120 machines of different manufacturers are one hundred
percent compatible and can be combined at random using only
one battery pack.

Technical Data

Small, fast and enduring: With brushless
motor, the cordless drill/screwdriver BS 18 L
BL Quick from Metbao is more compact and
durable at the same time. Metabo offers the
new brushless drill/screwdriver also as BS 18
L BL with fixed chuck without Quick-System
and as drill/screwdriver SB 18 L BL.

Battery pack voltage
Battery pack capacity
No-load speed

BS 18 L BL / BS 18 L BL Q / SB 18 L BL
18 Volt
2.0 Ah
0-550 / 0-1,850 rpm

Maximum torque soft / hard

25 Nm / 60 Nm

Max. drill diameter in soft wood / steel

32 mm / 13 mm
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